Progressing YDF Neighbourhood plan
by Alison Hewitt and Rayner Mayer

Progressing YDF Neighbourhood plan
- an opportunity and a challenge
Will provide planning guidance how YDF should evolve over the
next 15 years.
An opportunity for residents to ensure that policies are adopted
which can
• improve our physical infrastructure
• reduce the impact that our lifestyle and energy use have on
the environment
• ensure that any new developments meet the needs of our
existing settlements

The challenge will be how to initiate and undertake local actions
with the limited funding that will be available
.

Protecting the environment from a changing climate
UK Met Office 2018 model predicts –
• Hotter drier summers (lack of moisture affecting agriculture)
• Warmer, wetter winters (increased risk of flooding)
• More extreme weather events
Evidence includes • The last decade has lifted air temperatures to levels last seen
100,000 years ago
• Record heat levels in world’s oceans is a dire warning of how
the climate is changing
• extreme weather events including tropical storms, prolonged
droughts
What changes have you noticed in the climate ?
•

Limiting global carbon budget
Combustion of fossil fuels leads
to production of greenhouse gases
which induce global warming.
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To limit the average global
temperature rise to 1.5 C, much of
the of the unburnt fuel will have to
stay in the ground.
This will require us to use energy
more efficiently and convert from
using fossil fuels to using
renewable energy sources
Do you agree that the N Plan should
reflect the need for local actions to limit climate change?
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Reversing the decline in biodiversity
Natural diversity in and between
species have created the
biological resources that feed and
clothe us and provide materials for
housing, medicine and spiritual
nourishment.
Up to 1 million species are at risk
so to reverse the decline in species new
habitats will have to be created through green planting
Can you identify areas where tress, hedgerows and wild flower meadows can
be grown?
Are you willing to join/support a community green action group ?

Enhancing the infrastructure - reducing the risk of
flooding
Steams running south to north
have been covered in or
diverted into culverts so
channeling water down to the
Blackwater River
With heavier downpours more
flooding is likely to occur
Are you aware of local
flooding? If so where?
Should development be prohibited within the 1 in 100 year flood plain?

Maintaining strategic gaps between settlements
Such gaps soak up flood
waters and can be green planted
to increase biodiversity and
preserve eco systems
Concern about maintaining
gaps between Yateley/Eversley
and Yateley/Sandhurst who have
yet to consider such Plans. They
also maintain the individual
character of settlements.

Should such gaps be preserved and not be allowed to be infilled or
developed?

Upgrading local energy infrastructure - electricity
Local generation of electricity
will reduce transmission and
distribution losses.

Recent cost reductions are such
that now cost effective to install
solar electric (PV) modules
without a feed in tariff if your
house is suitably orientated.
Should local generation of
electricity be encouraged? Would you like more information?

Upgrading local energy infrastructure - heat
Gas will be phased out as a
heating source from 2025 onwards.
Lowest cost option are heat pumps
which concentrate the ambient heat
present in the air or ground.
District energy networks comprising
communal boreholes with flow and return
pipes can transmit geothermally heated
water to individual heat pumps located
In each dwelling
Should local generation of heat be encouraged? Would you like more information?

Improving housing provision – good local design
Good design of the built environment helps to
create a sense of community identity and
belonging.

Such design involves the
appearance and use of buildings as well as
the relationships between different buildings,
the built environment and open spaces and
how people move between them.
Are you in favour of promoting good local design?
What features do you think could encourage good local design?

Improving housing provision – optimising the housing mix including
affordable homes
We have a wide range of ages living in our area

and for historical reasons, a lack of 2 bedroom
starter homes, flats and bungalows as well as
affordable housing to rent. Consequently

there’s an on-going need for a wider mix of
housing from starter homes to single storey
bungalows for old people whose mobility

might be restricted and flats.
Should new development/redevelopment reflect Yateley’s current housing need?
Rank in order of importance: starter homes/bungalows/flats/
How would you define an affordable home?

Improving housing provision – redevelopment of business premises
It is desirable that any redevelopment of existing premises should be done to
reflect the needs of the local
settlements.
This should include
• a more diverse range of shops
• limiting the environmental impact
of any change of use as described in
the N Plan policy guidelines.

Do you agree that any redevelopment
should reflect community needs?

Improving housing provision – identifying housing sites
In order to accommodate any increase
in population, suitable sites will need to
be identified which are
• not located within the 100 year flood
plain nor the strategic gaps between
settlements
• are close to public transport links and
schools
• can be accessed by pavements and
cycle paths
Can you suggest any suitable site which would minimise environmental impact?

Improving housing provision – protecting historic buildings and
structures
Yateley has a number of historic and
listed buildings and structures. They
include a wide variety of residential
houses as well as some structures
such as the War Memorial.
Many of these buildings and structures sit within
one of the 3 conservation areas – Cricket Hill, Darby Green and Yateley Green. Character
appraisals and management proposals exist for each area and can be found at
https://www.hart.gov.uk/conservation-areas
Do you agree that these should be protected?

Reducing impact of transport – reducing the impact of traffic
Road traffic creates local and global pollution, and affects the safety and health of pedestrians,
cyclists and other road users. Local measures that could be implemented include:
•

reduce transit traffic along the B3272 (Reading Road through Yateley town centre) by
imposing weight and speed limit

•

improved bus provision to more local destinations

•

work towards a community shuttle bus for local journeys.

Would you support a weight limit and/or 20mph speed limit
on the B3272 through Yateley town centre?
Would you use of a community shuttle bus which serves the local settlements?
Would you make more journeys by bus more if it served more destinations and connected with
other bus routes and trains?

Reducing impact of transport – active travel
For short journeys, walking, cycling or scooting
would be healthier, reduce pollution and facilitate
social interaction. Such non car modes can be
classified as active travel.
For safety reasons, this requires physical
separation from the road space in the form of pavements,
cycle lanes and safe points for crossing busy roads. For longer journeys this
requires easy interchange with buses and trains.
Would you undertake fewer car journeys if
active travel was prioritised?
Can you suggest locations for pavement
upgrades, cycle lanes and crossing points?
Image of cycling infrastructure in the Netherlands & scooter use in the USA

Reducing impact of transport – car parking provision
Car parking space is limited in Yateley town
centre and one option previously considered
is a community shuttle bus to reduce car
usage. The other option could be to provide
more car park space
Do you favour more car park space?
If so, where?

Promoting leisure activities – supporting leisure,
recreation and sport
We are lucky enough to be well
provided for with many of these
facilities.
Do you think that provision of such
facilities could be enhanced?
If so, can you suggest what other
provision can be made?

Promoting leisure activities – provision of allotments
and community orchards
As houses are being built with ever smaller
gardens, there is an increasing need to set
land aside for communal gardening activities such as
allotments and a community orchard and to reduce ‘food
miles’.
The provision of allotments at Swan Lake has only
reduced the waiting list.
Would you be interested in an allotment
if more land can be set aside?
Can you suggest any areas which could
be used for allotments or community orchards?

Proposed time line
Steering group approves draft Plan and Annex
29 February Resident consultation launched at
exhibition of school climate change posters,
Yateley School
14 March Exhibition of climate change posters at
Derby Green Centre
Mid April Survey closes and analysed
Draft Plan and Annex then revised and uploaded to N Plan website for final comments
June Final draft forwarded to Hart Council for their approval and then submission to
Planning Inspectorate.

November (?) The Plan will be the subject of a referendum in order to be adopted
Important that everyone encourages as many people as possible to complete the survey

